
























































































SNL Group 21  -  Bumpers and Guards 

Odometer 22,200 - The front differential guard pulled  loose from 
its mounting bolts on the underside of the bumper and was pushed against 
the output flange of the differential pinion shaft.    The guard was bent by 
hitting some object on the course and as the guard is slotted where it 
attaches to the bumper,  it was pulled away. 

3NL Group 22 - Miscellaneous Body Accessories 

Odometer 18^5 - The speedometer cable failed near the end where  it 
enters the transmission. 

3-3    Observations and Discussion 

Tne average fuel  and oil coniumption rates of the KL51 during 22,911 
miles of durability operation were 15.8 mpg and 3,2f3 mpq respectively.    *Riese 
were considered very good since the vehicle was carrying a 1200-pound payload 
during all operation and towing a 1700-pound towed load during approximately 
half of the operation. 

Hie location of the fuel tank filler neck is very inconvenient when 
attempt is made to fill the tank with five-gallon gasoline cans.    It was also 
noted that the left side curtain slightly covered the fuel tank iiller neck 
opening. 

The absence of an engine oil pressure gage  is somewhat  unsatisfactory 
even though an oil pressure-controlled fuel cut-off switch is incorporated in 
the fuel system to prevent engine operation on low oil pressure.     If the 
engine is operating erratically,  a gage would be very convenient to determine 
if low pressure is actuating the fuel cut-off switch, and thus causing poor 
operation. 

The constant velocity Joints at the front wheels performed satisfactorily 
during this test,  though it is believed that cardan Joints such as  used at 
the rear wheels would require less maintenance. 

Tbe excessive positive camoer of the rear wheel at curb weight g.veu 
the vehicle an odd and unstable appearance.    Since the changing of the  ••   r 
coil springs is a very simple operation it Is felt that two different sets of 
springs should be used;  one for curb-*jight service and the other for pay- 
load service. 

The parking brake band was in excellent condition at  the end of the test. 
The use of an over-center type parking brake lever instead of the ratchet and 
pawl type now used would eliminate any unnecessary wear of the brake uand 
due to vehicle operation with brake partially applied. 

Itae life of the service brake linings was considered unsatisfactory. 
The short life resulted from an excessive amount of dirt entering the brake 
drums and lark of air circulation around the dnas,   thus causing the brakes 
to run 
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